Organization/Project

- PATH is a leader in global health innovation. We accelerate innovation across 5 platforms: vaccines, drugs, diagnostics, devices, and system and service innovations.
- PATH supports the government of Vietnam to establish an electronic disease reporting system, and to develop a centralized data warehouse and data visualization platform.
- PATH provides technical guidance to strengthen Vietnam’s emergency operations network.
- PATH supports HAI reporting

Challenges: HAI Reporting

- Hospitals use different panels of antibiotics for susceptibility testing of bacteria (unable to report all antibiotics).
- Some sections of the HAI surveillance case report form are difficult to complete.
- Lack of in-house capacity for DHIS2 development.

Successes: HAI Reporting

- First release of reporting system: end of March 2017.
- Planned release for final product: end of May 2017.
- Worked closely with 6 model hospitals to build capacity and gain input for the reporting system.
- Worked closely with microbiology departments to ensure standardized reporting of laboratory data for cases.
- Surveillance teams are generally applying case definitions and reporting rules consistently and correctly.

PATH-sponsored DHIS2 training in Nha Trang, Vietnam

DHIS2 dashboard of central line-associated blood stream infections
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